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Delaware Met Formal Review Public Comment

Name: James Russum
E-Mail Address: JMR0612@AOL.COM
Public Comment: I Am a proud parent of a Met student let me say first I would like you to give a
chance for the school to change At the Chase Center last year we heard a slogan the time is to act is
now this is true in this case you now have a chance to turn a negative into a positive thing help this
school turn things around as parents we all had a choice we chose MET dont want my child back in
the public school where her school class size 40+ students per class her LTA was 60 not fair to the
students to change halfway thru the school year and busing miles away to another school which they
we be behind the other students that been there makes no sense to do this to our children PLEASE
give this school a chance 3 months to make this recommendation is not fair all new things hit snags
but they are changing the are doing amazing things there and my child is succeded and happy going
to school for the first time in years we are family there dont tear our family apart and dont show
the child we just push them aside when we dont like what going on show them with help things can
change and the can be our future This school does have a bright future if you just give them a
chance it can be a Delaware success story
thank you for your time
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Delaware Met Formal Review Public Comment

Name: Dr. Keith Pettiford
E-Mail Address: kpettiford24@verizon.net
Public Comment: I would like to commend the Delaware Met for its efforts in educating children in
Wilmington, DE Closing the school at this time would be devastating to the community and damaging
to the children who have developed key relationships and worked very hard. With the new interim
director, re-built staff, and support of the community, this institution can achieve high academic
standards. I look for the Delaware Department of Education to keep the school open and allow the
school to flourish and the children to prosper.
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